Objective: Many research fields, including psychology and basic medical sciences, struggle with poor reproducibility of reported studies. Biomedical and health informatics is unlikely to be immune to these challenges. This paper explores replication in informatics and the unique challenges the discipline faces. Methods: Narrative review of recent literature on research replication challenges. Results: While there is growing interest in re-analysis of existing data, experimental replication studies appear uncommon in informatics. Context effects are a particular challenge as they make ensuring replication fidelity difficult, and the same intervention will never quite reproduce the same result in different settings. Replication studies take many forms, trading-off testing validity of past findings against testing generalizability. Exact and partial replication designs emphasize testing validity while quasi and conceptual studies test generalizability of an underlying model or hypothesis with different methods or in a different setting. Conclusions: The cost of poor replication is a weakening in the quality of published research and the evidencebased foundation of health informatics. The benefits of replication include increased rigor in research, and the development of evaluation methods that distinguish the impact of context and the nonreproducibility of research. Taking replication seriously is essential if biomedical and health informatics is to be an evidence-based discipline.
INTRODUCTION
The engine of science is designed according to some foundational principles, and foremost among these is the principle of falsifiability. We place greater faith in research that has faced repeated experimental challenges to prove it wrong. 1 Despite such foundations, it has been asserted that in the current research climate it is more likely for research claims to be false than true.
evidence for the original findings despite using materials provided by the original authors." 10 The terms replicate and reproduce are used somewhat interchangeably in the literature, and will also be so used here. Reproduction is sometimes associated with the strict notion of exact copying of analyses on original data from a study to ensure that identical statistical results can be obtained in different hands, 11 (although some researchers have subsequently flipped the definitions of these 2 terms 12 ).
Research in health and biomedical informatics is unlikely to be immune to these problems of research reproducibility. If anything, informatics is a discipline that emphasizes engineering, application, and "real world" testing over basic science. There is less of a tradition of controlled laboratory studies than in disciplines like psychology or the basic medical sciences, with a few exceptions such as usability or human-computer interaction studies. While randomized trials are sometimes undertaken in informatics, they are still not the norm, 13 and rarely do they seek to replicate earlier trials. Unlike disciplines such as pharmacology, informatics necessarily seeks often to embrace diversity in clinical settings and problems, rather than control for it.
We should thus anticipate that informatics must face its own challenge of research replication. Along the way we will need to not only tread the same path as other research disciplines, but also address our own unique set of challenges. As we do so, we will need to recognize that not all research can be replicated, and that not every replication is a wise use of scarce resources. Nor will all scientists accept that replication is a significant problem 14 nor that the benefits of replication outweigh the costs. 15 The motivation for ensuring health informatics research is replicable is not just that we wish to see integrity in the research enterprise, and have confidence in the research evidence base. When informatics fails to properly evaluate new technologies, real world interventions or the hypotheses upon which they are based, the risks are at best that resources will be wasted in the futile deployment of technology, and that the quality, safety, and sustainability of the healthcare enterprise will not be enhanced. At worst, patients will be harmed. 16 A "replication crisis" in health informatics research would thus lead directly to an application crisis in its real-world implementation, and there is evidence enough that we do have problems in the application space. 17 
CHALLENGES TO SCIENTIFIC REPLICATION IN HEALTH AND BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS
When systematic reviews are undertaken in informatics, they often report that the studies included in the analysis exhibit wide heterogeneity in methods, settings, and in intervention, all making comparison between any two studies a challenge. 18, 19 Direct experimental replication studies thus appear to be rare in health and biomedical informatics, and the causes for their relative absence are likely to be complex. Particular challenges that reduce the chance that a replication study will be conducted include difficulties in ensuring replication fidelity, the influence of study context, and the absence of a research culture that values replication.
Replication Fidelity
When repeated studies are conducted in informatics, they often compare the same intervention but adapted to ensure it interoperates with the new local environment. This act of local adaption, however, means that we no longer are comparing similar interventions. This is even truer when the replication compares functionally similar but independently developed software products. Small differences in design or engineering may introduce confounding factors that result in different outcomes. Similarly, variations in a bundle of different technology components that are implemented together, or variations in the strategy for their implementation including user training can all reduce replication fidelity. Even when observational studies use exactly the same methods but work off different population data sets, they can arrive at different conclusions.
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Replication fidelity is a measure of the similarity between the study methods and intervention used in a replication study and the original intervention. The less faithful a replication study is to the original study, the less we can rely on it to be a genuine test of the original study's validity.
For example, the reporting of an apparent increased mortality associated with the introduction of computerized physician order entry (CPOE) was so controversial that it unusually triggered a number of follow on studies. 21 These new studies were attempted replications, in that they sought to retest the impact of CPOE on mortality, but the experiments took place at different institutions, with variations either in software, hardware, or implementation strategy. [22] [23] [24] [25] Each "replication" was in effect a new experiment. Further, the new study protocols attempted to "fix" the perceived implementation problems of the original experiment through variations in implementation strategy. So the original study was never actually directly replicated. 26 The highest fidelity replication possible, repeating the original experiment at the same institution, on exactly the same system, and with the same implementation strategy, was not undertaken. So we are left still not knowing if the original result was valid. Researchers in principle do have some flexibility in their choice of replication fidelity. Researchers are, however, limited by the resources it would take to achieve high fidelity, and by how well the original research is described. Even if the will and resources to undertake a replication study are present, if past research methods are poorly described, then accurate replication is not possible.
The Cloud of Context
Much less under our experimental control is the context in which an experiment occurs. Introducing a high fidelity replication of an earlier informatics intervention in a different clinical setting, or the same setting at a later time, introduces a host of potentially confounding factors. These include variations in workflow, patient population and morbidity, resources, pre-existing infrastructure, and the education and experience of both clinical staff and patients. Such variations will also require an intervention to be customized to fit the new setting, and, thus, put a ceiling on the degree of experimental fidelity possible.
Indeed, the agreed wisdom in implementation science is that context effects in healthcare are so profound, that we should actually expect to see variations in outcome every time we repeat an intervention in a new setting. 27 In other words, this received wisdom suggests that by definition, differences in research outcome should be ascribed to changes in context, rather than a failure to replicate an earlier study. The logical conclusion of this argument is that replication is often simply not possible in informatics, that every experiment is unique and local, and that generalization from one experiment to another is limited at best, and not possible in many cases.
If that is genuinely true, then informatics has much more than a replicability crisis, but stands apart from most any other discipline that claims a scientific basis. We would be saying in effect that we are unable to separate statistically or methodologically aberrant results from robust and repeatable results. We would be arguing against the development of general principles and foundational theory that could successfully and predictably guide the design and implementation of informatics interventions in the real world. Clearly this cannot be the case. Addressing the challenge of separating contextual variation from failure to replicate is, thus, a foundational challenge for the evaluation of health informatics interventions.
Developing a Culture of Research Replication in Informatics
Along with the many technical challenges posed by replication, there are organizational and cultural challenges to recognizing and addressing the need for research reproducibility. The last decade has rightly seen a strong argument made for the critical importance of evaluation of information technology interventions. 16 Replication studies are an important pillar of research evaluation. Informatics is not without positive examples of replication. The growing emphasis across all of the health sciences on registering study protocols, and depositing experimental data in a way that permits independent analysis will reduce barriers to validating study results. The creation of common data sets that allow multiple groups to independently analyze and share results 28 and of data mapping and analysis infrastructures such as Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics 29 also help foster a culture of replication and validation among researchers. The different attempts to replicate the Han et al. 21 CPOE study demonstrate that experimental replication in different clinical contexts can play an important role in the science of health informatics, although such examples appear rarer. There thus is a growing research culture around data sharing, but less so for experimental replication in different clinical contexts. Yet without such replication studies, there is no mechanism to test that a specific result in a specific location is robust enough to generalize to other settings. Without generalization, we find ourselves in a discipline that is unable to develop deeper theory that can guide our understanding and real world applications, and remains more focused instead on the local and the transient. Developing a culture that values replication should be seen as the essential next step in the evaluation journey.
POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO THE DESIGN OF REPLICATION STUDIES IN HEALTH AND BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS
Fortunately, informatics is not alone in having to deal with the challenge of replication fidelity and strong context effects. Biological disciplines such as ecology or evolutionary biology also have a long history of repeating studies using different species or ecosystems. 15 They too face similar challenges of generalization of lessons from individual studies. They also struggle with what it means to replicate research when high fidelity replication is not always possible.
The emerging thinking in the biological sciences is that we should take a portfolio approach to replication, using a variety of replication designs. The choice of replication design should be influenced by the research problem at hand, and the goal of the replication. In particular, there is a fundamental trade-off for researchers to make between testing the validity of a previous study and testing its generalizability. The more closely a study mirrors a previous study, the more it is a direct test of the validity of the original result. However, generalizability decreases as replication fidelity increases. Only when we test the same principle in different contexts or with different methods do we accumulate evidence of a principle's generalizability. This trade-off means that there is a spectrum of replication study designs one might choose from, depending on the replication goal. There appear to be at least 5 different forms of replication study 15, 30 (Table 1 ):
• Exact (or close) replication: Such studies emphasize high fidelity replication of an earlier study, most possible in a controlled experimental laboratory setting. For example, a laboratory study of the usability of a specific CPOE system could be repeated in a different laboratory by different investigators using the same protocol and system. In real-world settings however, high fidelity replications will suffer from some variation in experiential context and so are more likely be "close" rather than exact replications. Indeed there is probably no such thing as a perfectly exact replication, as every replication study will differ from the original in some way. 9 The term "reproduction" is sometimes used to describe a strict copying of statistical analyses on original data, so that "executing the code on the data provided. . . produces results matching those that the authors claim" 11 and is the most narrow form of replication possible.
• Partial replication: Further along the spectrum from close replications, we allow the introduction of limited variation in research method, or the components of the intervention bundle. Such slight variations might be justified to allow replication in a different setting, or to fix obvious limitations with the earlier study, but should be small enough to allow the replication experiment to potentially reject the original finding. For example, a partial replication study could introduce the identical CPOE system used in an original study in a similar clinical environment, using the identical implementation strategy, and enrolling comparable groups of patients and clinicians.
• Conceptual replication: Sometimes we wish to employ entirely distinct tests of the same hypothesis, using very different study designs and even settings. The underlying hypothesis about a general underlying principle is the only thing shared in such a case. Similar results would provide evidence for the shared hypothesis. Differences in results might mean one of the studies was in error, or that both studies are correct in the context of their methods.
For example, to test the hypothesis that all CPOE systems increase mortality rates, a conceptual study would trial a different version of a CPOE system to those used in other studies, and also vary implementation strategy, clinical setting, and research subjects.
• Quasi replication (partial): When researchers wish to replicate a prior finding but also to extend it, we trade-off fidelity in the search for generalizable principles. Intentional variations in bundle or context 31 might seek to test the impact of the variation in comparison to the original results. For example, to test the impact of different implementation strategies on mortality rates after CPOE is introduced, a quasi replication study would take the same CPOE system that was used in an original study into a comparable setting, but use a different implementation strategy.
• Quasi replication (conceptual): When a quasi-replication makes no effort to match earlier methods, the replication becomes more conceptual than direct. Such studies can help test the generality of prior results, but do not allow strong conclusions when results conflict. For example, inspired by evidence that CPOE use might be associated with mortality changes, researchers might next seek to test if this is a more widespread phenomenon, and examine mortality rates for different classes of information system, such as electronic health records.
Both validating studies (like exact and partial designs) and generalizing studies (such as quasi and conceptual) are needed in a discipline. Otherwise one could have a strong exact validation of a study, but fail to realize that the result does not replicate to other contexts because it is highly specific to the study protocol, or the study setting. Equally, triangulating a set of quasi or conceptual studies to identify some common generalization without first validating the primary studies may simply generate a false unification.
It is likely that what passes for replication in informatics is often some form of quasi-replication, where loosely similar interventions are trialled in loosely similar settings. Given the lack of formal thinking around replication study design, we may be assuming that these quasi replication studies are testing the validity of past studies (which they cannot) rather than testing (to a limited extent) their generalizability. Quasi replications cannot provide the same strength of evidence that exact replication does. When quasi-replicated studies differ in their results, we cannot separate a rejection of the original study results from appropriate variations in results due to a new study design or change in context. Implementation science is slowly developing theoretical models of context that begin to allow modelling of the impact of context on outcome. 27 Unfortunately, these models for now remain qualitative, and we lack strong quantitative methods to appropriately adjust for known context effects. Nevertheless, it is standard practice in observational research to statistically adjust for the variations in populations that might lead to outcome variations. It should be no great stretch for quasi replication studies to identify important confounders associated with a change in context or intervention, and statistically model the effects of adjusting for them.
A REPLICATION AGENDA FOR HEALTH AND BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS
Many important consequences follow from this analysis. First and foremost, informatics researchers must recognize the primary importance of replication studies as a foundation for evidence-based health informatics. 16 Replication needs to be done, done well, valued and published. Secondly, unlike other major fields of research, we have yet to grapple with the implications that weak replication has for the integrity of our research knowledge base. We have yet to undertake any formal stock taking of the degree to which replication studies occur, and whether these are robust and meaningful. We have yet to consider the implications, as other disciplines have, of poor attention to replication. We might discover that many core research results in our discipline have not been properly tested, and among those are results that would fail the challenge of replication.
With the benefit of other disciplines already well on the road to reinstating replication as a core activity of the research community, it is possible to sketch out what the replication agenda looks like for informatics:
• The role of replication: It will be foundational to establish when replication studies are necessary and when further replications add little that is new to the health informatics evidence-base. Resources for research are always limited, and investigators will need to be able to identify which key study results require replication and which do not. Flags that trigger replication might include the theoretical or practical importance of a new result, the unexpectedness of a result in the context of what is already known, concerns about the conduct of a research study, or study weaknesses such as small effect and sample sizes. The balance between conducting replications that validate a result, and studies that generalize a result by testing its underlying hypothesis will also depend on the feasibility of validation and the existence of other validation studies. Primary studies that have already been independently validated, or that provide small increments to an existing knowledge base are likely to have a lower priority.
• The role of journals: It will be important to publish important replication studies, but equally to avoid flooding the literature with low value studies that tell us nothing new. Journals typically Replication study type Example study Utility of replication study design Exact (or close) replication A laboratory study of the usability of a specific CPOE system is repeated in a different laboratory using the exact same protocol and system High fidelity replications test the validity of an earlier study Partial replication A clinical trial of a CPOE system is repeated using the same system in a similar clinical environment, using an identical implementation strategy, and enrolling comparable groups of patients and clinicians
Modest level fidelity replications test the validity of an earlier study when it is not possible to undertake high fidelity studies
Conceptual replication
Following a trial of a CPOE system in a clinical setting that shows mortality effects, the general hypothesis that all CPOE systems increase mortality rates is tested by using a different CPOE system, with a different implementation strategy, clinical setting and research subjects
Conceptual studies test the generalizability of past results, by sharing common hypotheses but using different clinical settings or methods
Quasi replication (partial)
To test the impact of implementation strategies on mortality rates after a particular CPOE is trialed, the same CPOE system is now tested in a comparable setting, but use a different implementation strategy
Quasi-replications seek to extend earlier experiments by including novel elements or hypotheses to build on the prior work, not just replicate it
Quasi replication (conceptual) With evidence that CPOE use is associated with mortality changes, researchers test if this is generalizable to other system classes. They test the hypothesis that many clinical systems can affect mortality rates with an experiment using electronic health records and measuring mortality effects
The lowest fidelity form of replication, these studies help test the generality of prior results, but do not allow strong conclusions when their results conflict with earlier studies are biased to rewarding novelty, and replications that do not upturn an original result but instead confirm it are more likely to be seen as not novel. Yet in scientific terms there is no basis for such a publication bias, at least for the first replication of an important result. It is already common for journals to create companion publications devoted to research protocols, which are seen as scientifically important but not necessarily "newsworthy." A similar case might be made for creating companion journals for scientifically important, but less novel replications.
• Revised standards for primary studies to enhance replication: Replication is only possible when there is a clear template to follow from the study that is being replicated. If the informatics community is to take replication seriously, then we will need to examine how well informatics interventions and their implementation strategy are described in study protocols, and devote effort to agreeing what are the essential elements in a protocol from a reproducibility perspective. The Statement on the Reporting of Evaluation Studies in Health Informatics (STARE-HI) guidelines are an important step in this direction, as they define a minimum content set for health IT evaluation publications. 32 Current initiatives that encourage or mandate the publication of research protocols ahead of reporting results should provide greater clarity about the methods used for a study. 33 Encouraging the release of study data allows other scientists to scrutinize a study, checking for integrity of the primary data, and carry out essential replication of statistical analyses. 34 Conflict of interest registries also allow scrutiny of investigators and their motivations for conducting a study.
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• Standards and tools for replication studies: Best practice standards for replication studies are needed, including guidance on which form of replication study is most appropriate for a particular research question, on mechanisms for maximizing interventional fidelity, and for drawing appropriate conclusions when making comparisons between studies. Creation of the infrastructure for data commons, and for sharing of analytic tools are in progress, 29 and their maturation will make it much easier to undertake direct analytic validations of results from primary research data, as well as support the re-use of common methods across different experiments.
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• Contextual reporting and analysis: Coming to terms with context is a foundational challenge for health informatics. Being able to describe context explicitly will assist both in the task of replication, by quantifying study comparability, as well as in the translation of research evidence into real world application. The long-term goal must be to develop methods that allow determination of the likelihood that study results in one setting can transfer to a different clinical setting, population or organization. The best way to describe the context of a study to allow generalization to other settings remains an open question in implementation science. It should be possible for a consensus set of context variables and associated scores to be agreed upon when reporting studies. For example, it should be possible to describe the local context variables most likely to influence the adoption of an electronic record or decision support system in a hospital setting. Consensus processes and automated methods can assist in defining such important indicator variables. 37 Health services researchers are slowly developing standardized templates to encourage more uniform reporting of context. 38 The informatics community thus needs to engage with such implementation science and bring theoretically sound models of context influence into study design, conduct, and analysis.
• Peer review: There currently are no formal standards for peer review or for formal quality assessment of peer reviews in informat-
ics. Yet peer reviews must themselves be replicable, consistent, and identify issues, not just with statistical methods, but issues that would make replication of a study difficult. Studies with low replicability because of the conduct or reporting of the study need to be identified, and these weaknesses remedied prior to publication. Equally, reviewers will need to know how to assess a replication study. Significant effort has been devoted to the issue of improving the quality of peer review, and among the tools suggested are reviewer guidelines, structured review templates, and formal training before researchers are qualified to review. 39, 40 • Replicating major results: The consequence of ignoring replication is that there is doubt about the integrity of the research base for a discipline. To estimate the replicability of their research base, psychologists replicated 100 studies drawn from the published research in a single year. 10 Informatics researchers might be wise to do something similar. We could also randomly select studies from a defined period, or instead seek community input on key informatics results that require replication. That exercise would teach us much about the state of replication research in informatics, as well as provide an estimate of the quality of the informatics research evidence by identifying past results that require reconsideration or discarding.
• Addressing cultural barriers: Education in the evaluation of health informatics interventions remains a priority for the discipline. 27 There will always be a tension between the need for scientific rigor, and the often urgent needs for local systems to be implemented in a nonevidence based way, for example, because of local pressures, priorities, and context differences. It is easy to say that "we do things differently here," and it is much harder to slow a project down and add cost to ensure both that past lessons are heeded and that others may learn from the exercise in the future. Addressing the scientific risks that come with a failure to replicate a primary evaluation thus is a significant cultural challenge. Embedding replication thinking into evaluation training is a good first step, but will not make much headway without leadership and support from champions for change within the discipline, and from those who would benefit from the contributions that informatics can make to healthcare delivery.
CONCLUSION
Given the significant impact that informatics interventions can have on clinical processes and patient outcomes, it is surprising that replication studies are not a standard in informatics research. We live in an age where there is intense competition among researchers to publish in high-ranking journals, and the result is a pressure to publish quickly, and to emphasize novelty. The rock stars of research are the ones who publish new, potentially discipline challenging studies, less so those who come in afterwards to test the validity of the initial reports. Incentives are biased against replication. The cost, as many disciplines have now discovered, is a significant weakening in the quality of published research, and doubts about the validity of their evidence base. Informatics research is highly unlikely to be different. We additionally face challenges in the design and execution of replication studies. We have taken as a mantra that different outcomes between similar studies are the consequence of context and implementation changes. We much less often consider the obvious alternative, that failure to replicate may mean the original study was flawed. Learning to separate these effects will in of itself be a new research challenge, and may lead us to a deeper, richer, more theoretically robust, understanding of informatics and the nature of digital interventions in a complex socio-technical universe. It will also mean that real world applications of health informatics research, targeted at improving the quality, safety, and efficiency of healthcare, have a much greater chance of success. 
